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Abstract. An algorithm for producing the Sprague-Grundy function values g of Wythofl’s game 
is given. Based on it, two interesting properties of g are proved, the structure of the l-values of 
g is determined, and it is shown that the l-values lie very close to the O-values. Also a special 
recursive algorithm for the l-values is presented. 
Wythoff’s game is played with two piles of tokens. Two players move alternately. 
The moves are of two types: a player may remove any (positive) number of tokens 
from a single pile, or the same (positive) number from both piles. The player first 
unable to move loses, and his opponent wins. The game’s positions are (a, b), where 
a, b (with a s b) denote the pile sizes. Then (0,O) is a P-position, i.e., a second-player 
win (the first plavcr cannot make any move), and a moment’s reflection shows that _ w 
so is (1,2). (The first 12 P-positions are listed under T(, in Table I below.) Characteriz- 
ations of the P-positions etc. can be found, e.g., in [6, $1. 
For any digraph (directed graph) G = ( V, E), the set of followers of a vertex u E V 
is F(u) = {v E V: (u, v) E E}. Let SC Z” where Ho denotes the set of nonnegative 
integers, and let S = Z0 - S (the complement of S). We define the 
Value (mex) of S by 
mex S = min S= least nonnegative integer not in S. 
exists uniquely on every finite a 
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from u to 23. It turns 0 that the zeros of the g-function (Le., the pairs (a, b) with 
g( a, b) = 0) are precise 
games with two player laying alternately. At ea step a player selects one of the 
games in the collection and makes a move in it. 
move (all games i 
can be computed 
the vertices of the disjoint co 
ositions of K Ef the g-values of a10 t are polynomially computable, then 
o- enables to give a polynomial strategy for the sum E 
For Wythoff’s game, the O’s g can indeed be computed polynomially, but the 
computational complexity of nonzero values is unknown; in particular, no 
polynomial algorithm is known. Therefore a sum in which one of the components 
is a Wythoff game does not have any known polynomial strategy. 
n Section 2 we give an algorithm for the g-values of Wythoff’s game, and prove 
its validity. Though ex onential, namely O(s(n)“) where s( II) is the game’s input 
size, the algorithm is considerably more effic 
are O(s( ~8)“~). In Section 3 
two interesting properties of Wythofi’s game. lso the results 
ed below are based the new algorithm. 
nonzero g-values of thoff’s game have been described as chaotic; see e.g., 
ough the distribution of the l-values is considerably more compli- 
cated than that of the es, we nevertheless show in Section 4 that all the l-values 
only six different types. Based on these results we show 
-values are very close to the O-values: for an arbitrary pair 
there exists a pair (a’, b’) with g(a’, b’) = 0 such that -1 c 
e results of both Sections 4 and 5, we formulate 
r computing the I-values in the final Section 6. This recursive 
e polynomial, but we were unable to prove this. 
e formulate a recursive al 
negativr intfyetc a--- ----- -“- 
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Wythoff’s game, where g is the Sprague-Grundy function. Throughout we assume 
a s 6. We write Ti = {( at(l, bb), (a 1, b:), . . . }. When j is fixed, as IX assume now, we 
usually omit the superscript j. Let Di = {b,,- a(;, 6, -al,. . . } be the sequence of 
diflerences of the pairs (a, 6) E 7J. We also write (a, 6) = (a(m), b(m)) when we wish 
to emphasize that b - a = m. 
We suppose that the initial segment of 7;- up to (al;_, , bk _ 1) has already been 
constructed. Let p = mex{ a,, 6, : 0 s I < k). We assume that all sequences Tj with i <j 
have already been constructed up to the point where each 7; already contains p in 
some of its pairs. We now construct he next pair ( aI,, b, ) of T, by means of Algorithm 
WSG (Wythoff-Sprague-Grundy). 
Put p + mexia,, b, : 0 dd), qc-mex(b,-a,:Osl<k}. 
If (p, p + q) does not appear in any sequence S; with i <j and p -=I- q does not 
appear as second term in any pair of T constructed so far, then put ( aL, bA ) +- 
(p,p+qb End- 
Otherwise put q + q + Y where r is the smallest positive integer such that q + r 
did not yet appear in Di, Return to 2. 
In Table 1 we illustrate the algorithm by constructing initial segments of T for 
js 4. We denote by Ai the sequence of all numbers a with (a, 5) E q, and by B, 
the sequence of all numbers b with (a, 6) E q. 
A few basic properties of the sequences Aj, Ej are clear. The sequence A, is strictly 
increasing for every j because it is constructed by the rnex operatic?:, but Bi is not 
strictly increasing except for B,,. Furthermore, the sequences Aj, Bj each consist of 
distinct integers, and are almost complementary for every j, i.e., A, u B, = ii?!’ is the 
Table 1 
Initial segments OF the g-values O-4. 
D,, A, 4, Q A, 4 D, A, B, 4 A, 4 
0 0 0 1 0 1 2 0 2 3 0 3 
1 1 2 0 2 2 0 1 1 4 1 5 
2 3 5 3 3 6 1 3 4 2 2 4 
3 4 7 4 4 8 3 3 8 0 6 6 
4 6 10 2 5 7 5 6 11 1 7 8 
5 8 13 5 9 14 6 7 13 8 9 17 
6 9 15 6 10 16 7 9 16 5 10 15 
7 11 18 8 111 19 4 10 14 9 11 20 
8 12 20 ? 12 21 10 12 22 6 12 18 
9 14 23 9 13 20 8 15 23 10 83 23 
10 16 26 10 15 25 9 17 26 7 14 21 
II 17 28 12 17 29 18 ?I 16 ‘7 
0, A, B, 
4 0 4 
2 1 3 
3 2 5 
1 6 7 
0 8 8 
9 9 18 
7 10 17 
5 11 16 
11 12 23 
9’) . . 15 27 
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set of all nonnegative integers, and IAj n Bjl= 1. Indeed, the mex construction of 
Aj implies that every nonnegative integer is assumed and that there is no repetition 
in Aj. The requirement of step 2 that p + ~6 did not yet appear in Bj shows that there 
is no repetition in Bj either. Moreover, since p is also the largea+ term in *4j (since 
Aj is increasin ), the term p + q did not yet appear in Aj unless q = 0, which does 
indeed happen, namely for the smallest mex p SL I& that (p, p) did not yet occur in 
any Ti, i ~j. 
The size of any position (s, t) with s s t in Wythoff’s game is O(log st). The 
construction of Tj by Algorithm WSG up to a point where one can decide whether 
(s, t) E 7;- for some i sj or not, takes time and space linear in j. Indeed, induction 
on n shews that for (al, b’,) E q we have ai1 2 n for all j 2 0 and all TV 3 0. (Inciden- 
tally, the mex construction Of Aj also shows that a’, s 2n for all j, n 2 0.) Furthermore, 
the mex p can be computed by maintaining a linear array L(n) of bits with L(n) = 0 
if n & (Ai u Bi : i < k}, L(n) = 1 otherwise. A similar method can be used for comput- 
ing q. Though this algorithm is thus exponential in the input size, it is much better 
than known algorithms, as pointed out at the end of this section. 
For computing To there is actually a polynomial algorithm which can be derived 
from the fact that Au= [n&j, Bo= [n@J + n in 2 0), where 4 = (I i- 45)/2 is the 
golden mean, which satisfies 4’ = 4 + 1. Another polynomial algorithm can be based 
on the Fibonacci numeration system. See [6,8]. For j > 0 it is easy to see that there 
are no real numbers 7, S, such that Aj or Bj is the sequence [ny + SJ (n > 0). This 
follows from [3,4]. See also [7]. A special procedure for computing T, is given in 
Section Q below. 
Validity proof of Algorithm WSG. The algorithm clearly terminates, since for q 
sufficiently large, as produced in step 3, (p, F + q) is not in any Tiy i a< j; and p + q 
did not yet appear in Bje 
Furthermore, no move from any pair (a, 6) E 7J produces a pair in T. Indeed, 
since the difference d = 6 - a cannot appear more than once in Dj by construction, 
this is clear for a move (a - k, 6 - k) (k any positive integer). For a move (a - k, b) 
it follows from the fact that Bj consists of distinct terms. Similarly, (a, 6 - k) cannot 
appear in Tj since the terms in Aj are distinct. 
We now assume induc+ely that r contains al! and only all (a, 6) with g( cI, 6) = i 
for all i <j. For showing that also T contains all and only all (a, b) with g(a, 6) = j, 
it suffices to show that if (s, t) @ Ti for all i, 0 < i s j, then (s, t) has a follower 
( V . . A) J ) c ia,. This suffices since if there is a pair (a, 6) e q with g(a, 6) = j, then 
(c;, 6) E T for all i c j. Hence (a, 6) has a follower (a’, 6’) E q. Then necessarily 
ence (a’, 6’) has a follower (a”, 6”) with g( a”, 6”) = j. Since we may 
assume that a + 6 is smallest with the properties g( a, 6) = j, (a, 6) E Tj, and since 
a”+ 6”~ Q -+ 6, we have (a”, 6”) E q, contradicting (a’, 6’) E q. Thus all (a, 6) with 
g(a, 6) = j are in q. If there is a pair (u, U) E q with g( g(u,u)>j,so 
h. d has a follower (u’, v’) with g( u’, v’) = j, which t 
contradiction. 
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So assume (s, t) @ z for all i, 0~ i sj. Without loss of generality, s < f. Since A.i 
and ej are almost complementary, s = b.‘(m)= b(m) or s=a’(mi=a(m) for some 
m. In the former case remove t-o(m) from t, resulting in (a(m), b(m)). In the 
latter case, if t > b(m), remove t - b(m) from r, resulting again in (a(m), b(m)). SO 
suppose that 
a(m)=ss t< b(m). 
Then t--s<m. If there is a pair (a(u-s), b(t-s)>E q with a(t-s)<a(m), then 
make the move (s, t) + (a( t - s), b( t - s)), which is clearly legitimate since it preser- 
ves the di@erence t-s, and b(t-s)=a(t-s)+(t-s)<a(m)+(t-s)=t. So sup- 
pose clr( t - s) > a(m) or that t -se Dj (in Corollary 3.2 below we show that the 
latter possibility cannot occur). Since t-s < m but t-s was not selected as the 
difference for a(m), it follows that (s, t) was rejected in step 2 of the algorithm. 
But (s, t) @ r for all i <j. Hence t must have occurred as an earlier term in B,, say 
t = b(h). Since Aj is a strictly increasing sequence, a(h) < a(m). Thus we can 
decrease a(m) by a(m)-a(h), resulting in (a(h), b(h)). Cl 
Define a triangular array T(x, y) with x s y whose entry (x, y) is g(x, ~7) of 
.wythoff’s game. The followers of (a, 6) are (x, 6) with x < a; (a, y) with ~7 < 6, 
where the numbers y s a are found on the vertical line y = a; and (a - k, b - k), 
k > 1. This enables one to construct the table recursively, using the mex property. 
An initial segment is shown in Table 2. The computation of all pairs in q up to 
(a, 6) using this naive algorithm requires O( ab’) 4 0( b3) time and O(ab) d 0( 6’) 
space, since the number of pairs is O(ab) and the mex computation for each takes 
0( 6) time. A slight modification, where one stores only all values sj takes still 
O(b”) time, but space only linear in jb. 
Table 2 
Triangular array T(.Y, -17) of g-val;*es of Wythoff’s game. 
J-l-2 -3-“5-6-7-8-9-10-I 1-12-13-14-r 
2 0 4 5 3 7 8 6 10 11 9 13 14 12 
1 5 3 4 8 6 7 11 9 10 14 12 13 
6 2 0 1 9 10 12 8 7 15 11 16 
7 6 9 0 1 8 13 12 11 16 15 
8 10 1 2 7 12 14 9 15 17 
3 4 5 13 0 2 16 17 18 
5 3 14 15 13 17 2 10 
4 I5 16 17 18 0 9 
16 17 6 19 5 1 
14 18 7 6 2 
15 8 19 20 
10 20 21 
9 7 
11 
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In this section we prove two properties of the g-function of Wyths 
3. Every diagontar parallel to the main diagonal x = y of the array T(x, y ) 
contains every nonnegative integer. 
roof. If a diagonal at orizontal distance d from the main diagonal does nolt 
then r contains no pair (a, b) with b -a = d. Then there is some 
integer N 2 0 such that for every a 2 N, c! E Ai, the pair (a, (a + d) does not appear 
in T;, Kj. Since (c,& cll)e T, by hy othesis, it follows that a + d E Bi. In other 
words, for every x 2 /V. at least one of x and x + C! occurs in Bi. 
Recallthat ~={(a,,,b,,),(a,,b,) ,... }.ThenA;={a,,,a ,,... },B,={b,,,b ,,... }. 
Sort the sequence B, in increasing order, and call the resulting sequence B/ = 
Mb, 6, * - l } (b,‘<b’,< -** ). Since A, and 3; are increasing sequences, we have 
for all n 2 N. For any positive integer k, define sets 
Note that we can pair off terms and write: 
k-l 
&=U {(a,,+i+2td,a,,+i+2td+d):Ocisd-1). 
I-O 
V~=‘&(b:,+i+2td,b:,+i+2td+d):O~i~d-1}. 
I LO 
There are kd pairs of integers in each of these two sets. Since a,, 3 N, bi, 3 N, we 
conclude that in Uk there are at most kd terms which are in A.j, and in VA there 
are at least kd terms which are in ej* In particular, a,,+ kc1 g U,, (so arl+k,i 3 a,, + 2kd ), 
and &+A,,- I E K: (so K+Ld-l s b:, +2kd - 1). Since at least one of h:,+k,I_, + 1 and 
K+L,,-1 +d+l is in B:, we have 6:,+litl~b:l+lrt,_,+d+1. Thus 
bi,+lic,-a,,+k,r< b:,+L,,_,+d + 1 -a,, -2kd c b:,-a,,+d. 
Letting n = N + C for I= 1,2, . . . , d, we get 
b~+,+kt,-aN_+,+~c,~d+ max (bk+i-aN+i)=c (Idled), 
I- i- cl 
where c=c(d) ic a constant depending on d. It follows that hi - ai s c for 
all i> N +d. 
Since the differences bi - ai of the pairs ( ai, bi) E q tend to infinity, there is some 
ositive integer such that b, - a, > c for all i 2 
Then h:--a,ac for all i> ence h, > h: for a 
to a co ictio 
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S& 9 h’, 9 . . . 9 bk, are all s hl.,: ) The number of b; which are G b;, is at most since 
for every i 3 M we have bj > bjz b;, (so at most bo, b,, . . . , b,,-, ;zrnir: sbk,). But 
the set of numbers I$ is the same as the set of numbers in $, so we have a 
contradiction. q 
ary. pj = Z0 for every j 3 0. In other words, *for every j 2 0 and every d > 0 
there is a pair (a, b) E q. such that b - a = d. 
. Suppose there is some j and some d so that d so Djm Then the diagonal at 
horizontal distance d from the main diagonal does not contain the g-value j. Cl 
Next we say something about the growth ofg along every horizontal line of 7(x, y). 
heorem. g( k, 2k + r) > r for all k > 2 and all r 2 0 
The proof will be preceded by a number of propositions. 
. Lemma. g(G, r) = r for all r 3 0. 
roof. Induction on r. Cl 
3.5. Lemma. For ali r * 0 9 
g(l, r) = 
r+l forr=O or 1 (mod3), 
r-2 forr=2 (mod3). 
roof. Table 2 shows that this is true for all small r. Assume true for all r s ro, 
where qI = 0 (mod 3). it suffices to show that then it is true for ro+ 1, ro+ 2, ro+ 3. 
We first prove that under our induction hypothesis, the following holds. 
3.6. a. Ifr s r. and r - 0 (mod 3), then 
{g(l, 4: s Cr}={O, I,..., r-l,r+l}. 
Table 2 again shows that this holds for ah small r. SU pose it is true for all 
(r, < r,, rl = 0 (mod 3)). Then 
(g(l,s):s~r,+3} 
={g(l,s)*sar,}u{gCi,r,+1),gil,rl+2),g(l,rl+3)} . 
= (0 1 9 9 ’ l l 9 q-1, r,+B}u{r,+ 
zz I! , * * * 9 cl 
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We now return to 4 e proof of Lemma 3.5. 
g(k rO+ 1) = mex({g(k s): ss TrJu {g(O, rO), g(0, G+ 1):) 
= mex((0, 1,. . . , ro- 1, ro+ WJ h, h+ a)) 
= r,+ 2 as required. 
g(l, roW =mex(k(L d: ss rob{gW, ro+ 0, g(O, b+2), dl, r0+ OH 
= mex((0, 1, . . . , r,- 1, r,+l}u{r,+l, r(j+2, r9+2}) 
= r, as required. 
g(1, r,-U)=mex({g(l, s): ss roMg(O, ro+2), 40, r0+3)$ g(l, r,+2), 
g(l, r0+ l)>, 
=mex(IO,l,...,r!I- 1, r,f l}u{r0+2, r,+3, ro, ro+2}) 
= ro+4 as required. Cl 
3.7. Lemma. For aN r 3 0, 
g(2, r) = 
r+2 for r=O (mod3), 
r-l for r=l or 2 (mod3). 
roof. This holds for all small r, as seen from Table 2. Assume it holds for all r s r. 
where ro= 0 (mod 3). It suffices to show that then it is true also for ro+ 1, r0+2, 
ro+3. We first prove that under the induction hypothesis, the following holds. 
a. If r G r. and r = 0 (mod 3), then 
(g(2,s): ssr}={O, l,..., r-l,r+2}. 
We see that the assertion is true for all small r. Suppose it holds for all rs rl 
, rl = 0 (mod 3)). Then 
(g(2, s): s s rl +3} = (g(2, s): s s r,}u (g(2, rl + l), g(2. rl +2), 
g(2, r1+3)1 
= (0 1 9 9 l l ” 9 r,-1, r,+2}u{rl, r,+l, r,+5} 
= [O 9: 9 * l * 9 Y, -k-2, r, +5}. n 
a 3.7. 
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= mex({O, 1,. . . , r,- 1, qj+2}u {ro+ 1, r,- 1, ro+2, r,+ 1)) 
= ro l
g(2, r0+2)=mex(kCM: s~r0}u{g(l,r0+1),g(~,r0),g(l,ro+2), 
g(o, ro+a, g(2, J--o+ VI) 
= mex({O, 1,. . . , ro- 1, ro+2LJ tro+2, ro, ro, ro+2, ro1) 
= ro+ 1. 
g(2,ro+3)=mex((g(2,s):s~r0)u{g(T,v,-b2?,g(O,r0+1),g(l,r0+3), 
a(o, f-0+3), gch ro+a, gc& f-0+ 1))) 
=mex({O,l,...,v,- 1, ro+2}u{ro, ro+ 1, ro+4, ro+3, 
r0+ 1, ro1) 
=r,+S. G 
3.9. Corollary. g(2, r+ 3) = g(2, r) + 3 for all r 2 0. 
3.1 emma. {a:g(2,c+r}~[O,r+3]forallr~O. 
roof. Let q E {a: g(2, (w) s r}. Then g(2,q)s r. By Lemma 3.7, g(2,q) 2 q - 1. 
Hence qar+l, so qE[O,r+3]. ii 
g(2, r+4)> rfor all ra0. 
This is the case k = 2 of Theorem 3.3. 
emma. OE{g(k, s): s>2k} for all kz2. 
Poof. If g( k, 2k + i) = 0 for some i zO,then(k,2k+i)=([n4], 1 
r?~C3.Thisdoesindeedholdfork=n=i=Oandk=n=l,i=O. 
ln4J+n=1+ 1 1 2k+i 
1 n &I 
-<1+-= n n 
1 41 
I+- 
n n$-B +-l/n <*++_1,c$)=2S k ’ 
ewe it cannot hold for any ra > 2 an 
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Suppose the asserti n is true for k - 1. We prove it for k, where we may assume 
k 3 3, since it was already shown for k = 2 (Corollary 3.11). For r = 0, the assertion 
iS 
which follows from Lemma 3.12. Assume it is true for all values or, but not for 
r+l. Then 
This means that there is no cy E [Q, 2k + r] with g( k, 1x) = r+ 1. So, in particular, 
g( k, 2k + r) f r+ 1. But the induction hypothesis for Y implies g( k, 2k + r) > r. 
Hence g( k, 3k + r) > r + 1. Hence the pair (k, 2k + r) must have a follower p with 
g(P) =r+l. Now 
g(k-i,2k+r)=g(k-i,2(k-i)+r+2i)>r+X>r+2 
for every 1 s i s k - 2 by the induction hypothesis, and 
g(l,2k+r)a2k+r_2sr+4, g(C,2k+r)=2k+r>r+6. 
The followers on the diagonal satisfy 
g(k-i,2k+r-i)=g(k-i,2(k-i)+r+i)>r+i>r+l 
for every 1 s i s k - 2 by the induction hypothesis, and 
g(l,k+r+l)ak+r-lzr+2, g(0, k+r)=k+rar+3. 
This contradiction shows that the assertion holds also for r + 1. Cl 
Throughout the rest of this paper we let T, = { ( Q~, b,), (a,, 6,), . . . }. 
. nition. Let d, 2 -1 be an integer satisfying 
{j:o~j~d,}={bj-aj:O~j~d,}. 
T&e set of all pairs (ai, bi) e T, for which there is an integer d? > d, satisfying 
{i: d,<iSd,}={bi-ai: d,<i<d,}, 
{i: dlCiGd}#(bi-ai: d,<isd} 
for every d with d, < d < d?, is called an iciqr;aI. The size of the above integral 
is d*--d,. 
For example, {(a,, b,), (a,, b,)} = ((0, l), (2,2)) is an integral of size E; and 
{(3,6), kg), (5,7)) l IS an integral of size 3. It is natural to ask the following questions: 
rals. 
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2. ma. Let I,, I, be two distinct integrals. 
(i) If (ai, bi)E I,, (ai, bi)E 12, then Ib,-bi!a2. 
(ii I If; in addition, either 1 I,1 > 1 or 1 I21 > 1, then Ibi - bil> 3. 
roof. Without loss of generality we may assume that I? occurs later than I,, i.e., 
bi-a,sd<bj-ai, aj-a,>l, 
where (ad, bJ ) is the last pair of I,. Then 
bj - bi 2 ai + d + 1- bi 2 ai + d + 2 - bi 3 2, 
proving (i). If (ii) is false, then there is equality throughout the last chain of 
inequalities. Hence also bi - ai = d = bi - ei - 1 and Q.i - ai = 1. This latter inequality 
implies i=d,j=d+l, and so bd-ad=d, bl,+,-a,l,,=d+l. Thus we must have 
I I, I = I I21 = 1, a contradiction. 0 
Our next result implies that the above questions I and II both have a positive 
answer. 
4.3. Theorem. If{i: 0s isd}={bi-ai: 0s i s d i, then the same holds for d replaced 
byd+jforsomej~(1,...,6]. 
roof. In Table 3 we collect the structures of all the potentially feasible integrals 
following the integral which terminates in the pair (ad, bd). Horizontal broken lines 
separate the feasible integrals from one another. In Table 4 we display initial 
segments of two sequences of pairs (ai, bi) which may or may not be integrals, 
bounded ZIP xi. 3-G ihe pi=oof will conclude ‘by showing that they cannot exist. 
Ifpo=(ad+,, a:!+, + d + 1) E 7’, , then the assertion holds for j = 1, i.e., we have an 
integral of size 1 (the first possibility in Table 3). Otherwise, bd+, - ati+, > d + 1. But 
for any 6, with i <d we have bisai+d<a;.,+d<bd+,. Hence we must have 
~o=(ad+~,ad+~+d+lk G 
if p& 7’l. Then the next pair in r, is clearly (Q+, , ad+, + a’ + 2 j. 11” p, = 
( ad+2, ad+2 + d + 1) E T,, we have an integral of size 2. So assume pi E T, . A!so 
p1 @ TO, since the difference d + 1 was already assumed in Do (by pO). SG at,+? + d + 1 
must have appeared previously in -R,. Sincx ad+,+ d + 1> aJ + d 2 b(;, the nn!y 
possibility is &+2-t d i- 1 = ad+, -t-d 4-2, i.e., a,]+? = atl+, + 1. we claim that then 
p2 = (ad+3 ad+2 + d +3) E T, . Indeed, ad+Z + d + 3 did not yet appear in 
p2@ T,, then p2=(ad+,+1, a,,+,+&+-4)E ‘i”;,. &i.z ;I” &d+, -!.“,c. 
1, ad+,$.d Li 3) E To since p0 has difference d + 1, so the next pair in 
d + 2. But then p2 e T,, a contradiction. 
Ifp,=(&i+,,&i+,+d+ 
done. So assume 
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Table 3 
Potentially feasible structures of integrals. 
-. - 
D, A, B, Comments 
_-.-- 
. . . . . . . . 
ad ad &f last pair of previous integral 
____-___p_-__--_____-- ______________----__---~~~-~--_----~-~_---~--_~----~-- ---- 
d+l ati+, a,i+,+d+ 1 integral of size 1 
d+2 
d+l 
a cl + I 
Q‘I +2 
a,+,+d+2 integral of size 2 assuming, here and 
a ti+z+d+ 1 below, (a,,.,,a,,+,+d+lk T,, 
d+2 ati+, ad+,-9-d +2 integral of size 3 assuming, here and 
d+3 ad+.?=ad+,+l a,i+,+d+4 below, ( a,i+2, a,i+2 + d + 1) e T, 
d+l all+3 a ci+J+d+l 
____--______--___-_-------- _______-___--__-___--_~--_----~~~_~---~--~~~~~~~~ ---- 
d+2 a,i+, a,i+, +d i-2 
d+3 ad+2 = ad+, +1 a ,i+,+d+4 integral of size 4 assuming, here and 
d+4 aJ+3 = ad+, +3 aJ+,+d+7 below, (ati+3, ad+,+d t l)e ‘ir, 
d+l Q‘i +j a(i+,+d+ 1 
d+2 a ri+ I a ,,+,+d+2 integral of size 5 assuming, here and 
d+3 ad+, = a,,+, + 1 a,+,+d+4 below, (a,i+4, ad+4+ d + 1) Z r, 
d+4 ad+3=a,i+,+3 a ,,+,+d+7 Then ad+4 = a,,,, +6 
d+5 %I+4 = a,,,, -t6 a,,_,,+d+ll Case 1: (a,,.,, a,i+,+d +5)E T, 
d+l at1+5 a ,i+s+d+l Case la: (a,i+.srati+s+d+l)E T, 
_--_---_---_-______-___---~_______~--_-------~~-~~~~--------~~~--~~~~-~~~------- 
d-k2 a cii I 0 -‘r+,+d+2 
d+3 ati+2 = a,,+, + 1 a,,+,+d+4 Case 2: (a,,+4, ad+4+d +5)@ T, 
d+4 a,i+, = a,,+, +3 a ,i+,+d+7 Then (a,,+,, a,i+,+d+5b G 
d+6 a,i+4=aci+,+6 a ,,+,+d+ 12 
d+l a cl +s a ,,,,+d+l Case 2a: (a,,+,,a,i+,+d+l)E T, 
d+5 a cl +h a t,+h+d+5 
Table 4 
Initial segments of sequences shown not to exist. 
4 Comments 
d+2 
d+3 aci+za,b:i,+,+l 
d+4 %+3 = %+, +3 
d+5 a,i+4=a,+,+6 . 
. a ci+s = a ci+, + 10 . . 
a ,i+,+d+2 
a,,+,+d+4 
a,,+,+d+T Cbw lb: (a,,,,, n,,,,+d+ I)@ T, 
a ,i+,+d+ 11 
. . 
- ------- ~-~~---~---~--_--__-__~--__~~~-~~~~~--~~~~~~-~~~~~-~~---~----------- 
d+2 a,,+, a,i+,+d+2 
d+3 a,i+2=a,i+,+l ad+,+d+4 
d+4 a,,+, = a ci+i +3 a ,i+,+d+7 Case 2b: (a,,+,, a,i+5+d + l)& T, 
d+6 a,,+,=a,,,,+6 a ,i+,+d+l2 
. a cl + 5 = a,, + ,+ 1 I 
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the Only possibility is ffd+3+ d -I- I= ad+l -k d -l-4, so ad+3 = ad+, +3. We show that 
then p4=(ad+39ad+3+d+4)E &- Indeed, ad+,+d+4=ad+,+d+7 did not yet 
occur in B,. If p4 (with difference d + ) is in To, then ad+, +3 = [(d +4)#]. Also 
ad+1 = L(d+lh% since p. E To. Thus 
3=(&+,+3)-ad+,= l(d+4)&l- h(d + 1MJ > 34 - 1 > 3, 
a contradiction. So p4c 7’1 as ciaimed. 
If pr; = (ad+& ad+& d + 1) E T, , we have an integral of size 4. So assume ps 6Z T, . 
Since p& To and a,+,*d+l~U,+,+d+2=ad+,+d+5, we must have ad+4+d+ 
I= ad+, +d-t-7, so a,f+4=ad+l +6. We consider two cases. 
Case 1: p6=(ad+4,ad+4+d+5)E T,. 
Case la: p7 = ( ad+s, ad+5 i- d + 1) E T, . Then we have an integral of length 5. 
Case lb: p7ET,. Since p7&T0 and ad+,+d+~~ad+,+d+2=a~,+,+d+8, we 
must have ad+s+ d i- 1 = ad+, -t d i- 11, so ad+5 = ad+, i- 10 (See Table 4). 
Case 2: p& T,. Then ph E T,,. Hence 
(ad+4,ad+4+d+6)=(ad+,+6,ad+,+d+12)E T,. 
Case 2a: p7 E T,. We show that then p8 = (ad+h, ad+& d + 5) E T,. Indeed, ad+62 
&+4+2=&+,+8, hence Ud+,+d+5=Wd+,+d+13, SO ad+h+d+5 did IlOt OCCUr 
previously in B, . If P8E To, then ad+6= l(d+5)4J, SO ad+6-ad+I<44+1<8, 
contradicting ad+6 3 ad+ l + 8. Thus px E T, , and we have an integral of size 6. 
Case 2b: m7 E! T! . Since p7 B Tcj and a:!+, + d + 12 ad+1 + d + 8 as we saw in Case 
lb, we must have ad+S+ d + 1 = ad+1 + d + 12, so ad+.5 = ad+1 + 11 (Table 4). 
It suffices to show that Cases lb and 2b cannot occur. Let now d be the smallest 
index such that (ad+,  b,,,,) = (ad+, , ad+1 + d + 2) is the initial pair of a sequence of 
either Case lb or 2b. Then all nonnegative integers sd appeared as differences of 
pairs (ai, b;) with i s d. This and Table 4 show that min(b, : i > d) = bd+ I - 
ad+l + d + 2. Therefore every pair (a;, b;) with 6; < bd+, belongs to an integral (in 
fact, to one of the integrals of the form depicted ln Table 3). Further note that since 
A, ariG Li, ate aimost compiementary we have SC f3,, where 
S={ad+,+i: i = 2,4,5,7,8,9). 
The initial segment of T, in Table 1 shows that all (a;, bj) with b; - ai s 9 are in 
integrals (of lengths S3). Therefore bd+, - Qd+l i 9. It follows that every pair (a;, 4, 
with bj = ad+1 -tiES is in an integral, since ~~=ad+,+i<bd+,-9+i(-~,,+l. In 
particular, Lemma 4.2 applies to every such pair. 
By Lemma 6.2(i), Q+~ +4 and aci+,+5 are 
4-7, a&,+3, ad++ 
members of pairs in I, which also contains the pair wit 
3?,; U. Bluss, A..!?. Fraenkel 
the maximum difference between two &members of I is only 7. Thus 
of the form of Case 2a, a contradiction. Cl 
A computer program realieing Algorithm WSG showed that a!f ;k six integrals 
given in Table 3 o indeed exist. The first pair of the first integral of length 6 is 
( a279, b279) =(4% 730. 
-values 
In this section we show that the Is are pretty close to the OS, i.e., the pairs pi with 
g( pi) = 1 are close to the pairs pi with g( pi) = 0. The precise statements are enunciated 
in Theorem 5.6 and Corollaries 5.12, 5.13, 5.14 below. 
emma. For all n 2 2, the number qf B! -members <a, is precisely a,, - n + 1. 
The number of terms in the multiset AI 13 B, which are <a, is precisely 
a, + 1 (since 2 appears twice). In Al there are precisely n terms <a,. Hence in B, 
there are a, + 1 - n terms <a,. Cl 
Sort the sequence B, in increasing order, and denote the resulting sequence by 
B; ={b;, b;, . . .} (b:,< b’, < l l l ). 
5.2. Corollary. For n 2 2, bb,,_,,+, > a,, and b&-,, < a,,. 
5.3. Lemma. For all n 2 2, x a a,, if and only if b:_,+, > x. 
roof. Suppose x 3 a,. Since E’ is strictly increasing, 
K-,+1 z= bh,,-rj+l +(x-aa,)>a,,+(x-a,)=x. 
Now suppose x < a,, Then 
b~_,+,~b~,,_,-(a,-x-1)~a,-(a,-x-1)=x+P. Cl 
. Le a. For all n 2 2, y =S a, if and only if b-i._,, < y. 
. Let ysa,. TheE 
b:,_,,<b a,, -n -(a -y)<a,-(a -y)=y. n n 
Now let y > a;:. Tks 
~,,_n+~+(y-Lln-l)>a,,+(y-a,-l)=y-l. Cl 
the initial pair of an i 
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c 
roof. (i) The hypothesis implies mex{ b, - ai : J < m) = m. Note that am + m > 
a,,,_i+(m-1)2b,,,_i for all i 21. Assume III=l. Then p=(a,,,a,+m)ET,. If 
a 1?1 = [rn4], then p E a,, a contradiction. Now assume III> 1. If a,,, # [m&J, then p 
would be an integral of size I in 7’1, since then p g T,,. 
(ii) We already remarked that i < m implies bi < b,. Table 3 shows that b,, is the 
smallest B, -member for every integral I. Wence also bi > b, for every j > m. It 
follows that b; = b,. Cl 
5.6. For all n 2 0, 
n4+8--6@a,,<n4+6-3#, (1) 
n(&+1)+2-3qkb~<n(&+1)+-6-3&. (2) 
seen from Table 1. We assume the 
proving ( 1) we find suitable x and 
Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4 to conclude 
roof. Both assertions hold for n s 5 as can be 
two statements to hold for all i < n (n 2 6). For 
y satisfying b:-n+I > x, b_LP_n <y and then use 
y s a, G x. For proving (2) we lean on Theorem 4.3 and also use (1). 
We begin with ar,. Let x=r@+s, where s= [(n-3)41+5-n+ Since n(+-I)+ 
s + 1~ n for all n 3 6, we can apply the induction hypothesis on (2) to write 
K-,+1 = b&-l,+,+, >(n(&-l)+s+1)(++1)+2-3@ax, 
as a straightforward computation shows. Therefore x 2 a,,, i.e., 
a,sn++s<n4+(n-3)4+6-ra&=n4+6-34, 
asrequired.Nowlety=n~+t,wherc:=l(n-6)~J+9-n~.Sincen(~-l)+t<n 
for all n 3 0 we can again use induction to get 
b-17-n = b&-r I+, <(n(+l)+t)(++1)+6-3@sy. 
Hence y s a,, i.e., 
a,=v@+t>r@+(n-6)4+8-n+=nqb+8-6+, 
as required. 
For proving (2), it is convenient to have the following result. 
7. a. Ifbh-a, 5 n then the upper bound of (2) holds; and if bk - a,, 3 n - 1, 
then the lower bound of (2) holds. 
roof. We use (1) to write b; ~a,,+n<n(~+l)+-6-34, an 
bLaa,+n-l>n(++1)+7-64>n(#+l)+2-34. •J 
If (a,, b,,) constitut 
Throughout the rest of the proof, (Q+~, bd+,) will denote the initial pair of the 
integral r” containing (a,,, 6,). We consider several cases. 
(i) r’? =d+l. Table 3 shows that then b,-a,=n+l. ence by Lemma 5,5, 
(ii) n f 1 II = 2, then Table 3 shows that again b:, = &,, and b,, - a,, = n - 1, 
hence the assertion follows from Lemma 5.7. So assume IPI > 2. From Table 3, 
&+, = bd,_,=ad+,+d+2<ad+,+d+4=b,+z. 
Hence 
= ~(d+l)~]+d+4<n(~+l)+2--~<n(~+l)+6--3~. 
On the other hand, 
so 
6; > bL_, = b&+, = ad+l + d +2, 
bLaa,+,+d+3>(d+l)++d+2=r@+l)-@ 
>n(&+l)+2-34. 
(iii) n = d + 3. If 1 II = 3, then Table 3 shows that 
The upper bound now follows from Lemma 5.7. So assume III> 3. Then 
bi, = bL+,~ h+Z = ad+, +d+7<(d+l)4+d+7 
For computing a lower bound, note that Table 3 implies 
b:,~6:,._2+2=bd+,+2=bb+,+2-ad+,-f-d-~-4 . 
If this inequality is strict, then 
&,~a~+, +d+s>(d+l)++d+4 
=n(&+l)+l-2&>n(&I-1)-k-2-3& 
henvise, bl,, = a,/ tl +d+4.FromTab1e3,ad+43ad+,+4,sobd++ad+,+d+5. 
further see fro 
b Cl+5 aad+,+d+8, b,++a,+,+d+13. (3) 
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(iv) n = d +4. Table 3 and (3) show that then bl,, 2 ad+ 1 + d +7. Thus 
&>(d+l)qj+d+6=n(4+1)+2--3#. 
For computing an upper bound, we use (1) to get 
Thus by Lemma 5.5(i), ad+4 sq,+,+6. If III-4 we then have ZQ+~SQ+,+~+~, 
so b$+,=a,+,+d+-7. 
We now assume IZl>4. If ad+s>ad+l+9, then {ad+,+i: i=2,4,5,7,8,9}c J&9 
which leads to a contradiction as at the end of the proof of Theorem 4.3. Therefore 
ati+5 s ad+l +9, so bd+s c ad+, + d + 10. By (3), 
ad+,+d+8~b,l+s~ad+1f-d+10. (4) 
It follows that b~,+,=b~+,~ad+,+d+lO, so bl+4ca,l+,+d+10 h&k for IZla4. 
Hence 
( ) v n=d+5. By (3) and (4) we have b$+5=a,l+,+d+11 if IZl=5, and b;+5= 
a,,,+d+12 if iZ]=6. Hence 
and the upper bound follows from Lemma 5.7. For getting a lower bound we write 
b:, = &,+s >ad,,+d+ll>(d+l)++d+10 
=as@+l)+S-4@n(++f)+2-34. 
(vi) n = d +6. From Table 3, bit = ad+6+d+5=a,1+(n-l), so both bounds 
follow from Lemma 5.7. 0 
The computer program referred to at the end of Section 4 produced all 
(a,,, b,) for 0 G n G 2720. For this range the following bounds were obtained 
- 1.68601172 G a, - n4 s 1.10998976. 
pairs 
(The lower bound is assumed at n = 2001; the upper bound at n = 1236.) Note that 
the numerical values of the bounds of (1) are 8 -64 = - -34 = 
1.1459.. . 
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“roza (2 ), an+ 1 - an < 4+ - 2, implyir,g the inequality. Table 3 shows that the 
upper bound may be asumed only if (a,,, , b,,,,) is the initial or ter 
an integral, or possibly the 5th pair of an integral of length 6. As usual we denote 
by (ad+, , bd +,) the initial pai of an integral I. By (I), 
Hence if III> 1, then Lemma 5.5(i) implies ad+2 c ad+ 1 -t- 3. Thus if a,l+l - a,, = 4, 
the11 (a,,+,, b,+A cannot be the terminal pair of an integral of size 2. Using the same 
method we get 
These bounds, with ad+$ad+l+7, imply that (a,,,, b,,+r) with a,+,-a,, =4 can 
exist at most as the terminal pair of an integral of size 3, or as the initial pair of an 
integral. 
Let I’ be the interval immediately after I, and suppose that (a,,,, , b,,+l) is the 
initial pair of I’, To show that 1 Z’I > 1 implies an+l - a,, < 4, we consider several cases. 
(i) III = 1. Then by Lemma 5.5(i) and (l), 
a n+l =ad+2 = [(d+2)+J <(d+1)~+cfAU,+,+7+--8. 
Hence a,+, s an +3. 
(ii) III =2. Then 
an-+1 = ad+3 = [(d+3)&J <(&-+1)++2&< [(d+l)+J+1+24, 
so a,,, S ad+, +4. Since ad+2 a a,+l + 1, we have a,+, -an s 3. 
(iii) IZl=3. Then 
arr+I = ad+4= L(d+4)~J<l(d+l)~J+l+3~, 
SO a,l+j<ad+l+5. Since ad+33ad+;+2v we have an+,-ans3- 
(iv) 11(=4.Thenan+l=ad~5= [(d+S)+J <ad+l+1+4~,soan+,~ad+l+7~Since 
ad+$ &+l I -, ‘6% haw &#-‘-l - an - =3. 
(v) 111 =Y Then a,,, = l(d +6)4J < ad-e1 + 1+5& SO an+, Gad+,+9* Since 
ad+5 Lad++& Wt? have U,+,-U,~2. 
(VI) Ijl=6. ‘1‘hkr~ z;,+!- [(&7)4] <ad+i+L+&$, so &+lGad+l+lo- Since 
ad+6 aad+,+8, we have a,+,-U,s2. b 
be an integral with initial pair (ad+l, bd+,)- nen bd+l -++z 
or &,+~<&_+J<bd+&~ i,+=3; bd+(++2=&+& 
< hd+4 fk III = 5; and bd+, < bd+* < bd+3 < 
bd+s<bd+c=bd+6 
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and (29,31,33) are the smallest examples of both kind). For IZI = 4, the proof of 
case (iv) of Theorem 5.6 and Table 3 show 
implying the result. For IZI 2 5 the assertion follows from (3) and (4). q 
bi = bJ implies Ii-j1 s 1. Moreover, bi = b:,, ifand only ifbi+, = bf. 
if b, = 6;+, , then bi-1~ bi_-, and bi+z = bi+z (i 2 1). 
roof. All three parts follow directly from Corollary 5.9. U 
We can say even a little more in this direction. 
5.11. Corollary. For all n 2 1, b; is the intermediate value of b,_, , b,, b,+, . 
Ly Corollary 5.10, the n - 1 numbers b,, b, , . . . , bn_2 are all < 6; and 
b bn+3,~.~ n+29 are all > b; . Since there are precisely n B, -numbers < b; , the smallest 
of bn_1, b,, bn+l is <bk, so the intermediate one is =bL. 0 
S.12. Corollary. For all n 3 0, ] b, - 6 L I s 4. 
roof. We have only to examine the cases in Corollary 5.9 where the bi are out of 
their natural order, since in all other cases i7i = 8:. Let (ad+, 9 bd+,) be the initial 
pair of an integral I. If III =3 then bd++ ad+, +d +3, hence (b, - b:l s 1 for n E 
{d+2,d+3} (see Table 3). For ]ZI=4, bd++ad+,+d+5, so ]b,-bl(s2 for nE 
{d+3,d+4}. For lZl=5, bd++ad+,+d+8, so Ib,--b:,l~3 for nE{d+4,d+5}. 
Finally, for lZl=6, (4) implies lb,-bkJ94 for nE{d-t-4,d+5}. Cl 
Foralln>O, n(++1)-3&<bn<n(++1)+8-3cj- 
roof. From (2) we see that the result holds for all n for which b, = b;. Further, 
from the proof of Corollary 5.12 we see that if IZls4 then 16, - b;l s 2, w 
together with (2), also imply the result. y Corollary 5.9, it remains only to con 
the cases bd+4 = ad+, +d+k, k{ll,12} (Table 3), and bdts=adtl+d+j, k 
{8,9,10} (see (4)) for ! %I = 5 and 6. Now 
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and 
& +1)+J+d+l<d(++l)+l+@ 
+5)(#-+1)+8-34, 
b~,,>d(@+1)+l-l+cf,+d+5)(~+~)+2-4~ 
>(d+5)(++1)-34. Cl 
For all n 2 0, 
[n4 J - 1 c a, s [n&l + 2, IbL--([n+l +n)la2, 
Ib,,--(ln&J+n)l~4. 
roof. The results follow from Theorem 5.6 and Corollary 5.13, using the inequalities 
b--Y1 z5 14 - 1Y.L I-x--YP Txl- Fvl* cl 
We see from Table 1 that a, = [n#J - 1 for n = 4. Also the upper bound for a, 
is assumed. The smallest n for which a, = [n&] + 2 is n = 105. 
Ming the l-values recursively 
In this section we outline a recursive algorithm for computing (a,,, b,) E TI given 
the input n. It seems that the algorithm is polynomial in the size fl(log n) of the 
input, but we were unable to prove this. The recursive algorithm is based on recursive 
Procedures A and B for computing an and b,, respectively. 
The idea for procedure A is to use Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4 to deduce that a,, = n + i 
if and only if bf < n + i < bi,, . Corollary 5.10 implies bk-, s b; s bk+ 1 , and Corollary 
5.11 says that bi can be computed easily from bk+, bk, bk+, . It thus suffices to 
prepare a supply of b, in a neighborhood of a,. By (1) and (2) we have approximately, 
b, = i( 4 + 1) and we want this to be approximately a, = n+, so i = n/e = n4 - n = 
a, - n. A more accurate computation shows that, for 
+(n)=+= [(n-6)41+7-n, O(n) = 6 = [(n -3)+] +7-n, 
we have, using (l), 
b,,+ b’.,., < [(n-6)41+8Sa,S [(n-3)+! +6<bLcbo+,= 
Thus for computing a, it suffices to call Procedure B for computing bj in the range 
rC,SiSB+L 
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6,. If K is bounded, then the entire computation of (a,, b,)) is polynomial. This is 
based on the observation that in Procedure A the index is reduced by about l/4 
(i= n/4), so Procedures A and B are called recursively only about log&n times. 
In presenting the outlines of Procedures A and B below, we do not attempt to 
optimize them; rather the emphasis is on simplicity of description. Comments appear 
within curly brackets.. 
Input: m. Output: a,. 
1. Put ++ [(m-6)+1+7-m, 8+ [(m-3)4] +7-m. 
2. For II, s i s 8 + 1, call Procedure B to compute the bi not computed previously. 
Then compute the bj not computed previously {using Corollary 5.11) in the range 
$ :i:e+i. 
3. Find i in the range $ < i < 8 + 1 such that 61~ i+ m < b!,, . For such !, put 
a,+i+m; end. 
Input: m. Output: b,. 
for computing b* 
1. Call Procedure A to compute ai for m -5 s is rir. Put 1 +e m -5. 
2. As long as a 1+5 has not been certified as the initial pair of an integral, then put 
I+ I - 1 and call Procedure A to compute al. 
3. Compute 6, using the ai and the integrals structure {does not involve calling 
Procedure B}. 
Below we outline subprocedures for steps 2 and 3 of Procedure B. Both lean 
heavily on th- c4 b 3Lructure of the integrals (Table 3). 
2 for step 2 of 
E : Yes or No, n whether or not i has been certified as 
the index of an initial pair of an integral. (If Yes, continue with step 3 of Procedure 
B; otherwise continue with last part of step 2, putting I + I - 1 etc.} 
I. If &_I- [(i - I)$] then No {since possibly i - i is the index of an initial pair of 
an integral containing (ai, bi), i cannot be certified as the index beginning an 
integral} 
else continue {i.e., go to next step}. 
2. If i&-2= [(i-2)+1, a,_n = a!_*+ 1 then No {possibly i - 2 is the index of an initial 
pair of an integral containing ( ai, bi)} 
else continue. 
3. If ai- = [(i-3)/#] 9 ai_ = Qi__l+ 1, i_1 = a&-2, t . 
terminal pair of integral of size 4) 
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f ai_s= [(i-S) , Qi-4 = ai_s + 1, Ui-3 = &-a+ 2, Ui-2 = Ui-3 + 3, ai- = I< i - l)+ J 
then NO {(Ui, ) may be terminal pair of integral of size 6) 
else Yes. 
,-member of an initial pair (ad+*, bd+,) of an integral 1. 
Qutput : b,. 
1. If an+s= Cl)rgJ then 
+ad+I+d+2; end {ad+,= 
elseif n=dH then b,+-ad,[+d+l; end{lIl=l} 
elsed+d+I;returnto 1 {(ad+,,bd+,)isanintegralofsize l,s~(ad+~,bd+z) 
begins an integslnl). 
2. If cd +2-cd+1 = 1 ihcn 
if n > 2 then got0 3 
else 6, f- ad+, + d +4; end {III = 2+ad+2-ad+I > 1) 
else if n=d+2 then b,,+=-a,+,+d+l; end 
else d t-d +2; return to 1 {(ad+,, bd+l) begins an integral of size 2, so 
(ad+3, bd+J begins an integral}. 
3. If ati+3-ad+2=2 then 
if n>d+3 then goto 4 
else b, f Ud+l +d+7; end {~1~=3~~+~~-a~~+2) 
Ase if n=d+3 then b,,+ad+3+d+1; end 
else d + d +3; return to 1. 
4. If ad+4-a&S = 3 then 
if n>d+4 then goto 5 
else if ati+4 + [(d +S)C$] then b,, +ad+,+d+ll; end 
else b, + ad+l+ d + 12; end {IZl =4+ad+,$-ad+3 # 3). 
else if n=d+4 then bn+ad+4+d+1; end 
else + d +4; return to 1. 
5. If n=dH then b,+a,,,+d+l; end 
eke if ad+4 = [(d +S)+j ihen goto 6 
else d +- d + 5; return to 1 {(a d +, bd+,) begins an integral of size 5). 
f n=d+6 then b,+ad+,+d+5; end 
else d + d + 6; return to 1. 
is a universal constant K which bounds the number of times 
is repeated in any call of Procedure , then the mmptl!n!irr?? of 
ial in the input size sZ(log n). 
Sprague- Grundy function _for #+th~fS’s game 333 
K# + r+ 1. For computing them we have to compute 6j’s in the range $( n - &#I’ - 
r)<jcO(n)+l, where 
#(VI-KC$%)= [(n- (b~-r-6)~]+7-(n-~~~-~), 
O(n)= [(n-3)&] 4-7-n. 
For computing these @, we have to compute ak in the range +( n - K#B’ - r) - K s 
he number N of these ak is about 
(Kd’+r)(~-1)+X+3=K9+~+K+3=K~‘+l+r 
4 
which is <KC/I’ + Y for r sufficiently large. This is not larger than the number of a, 
that had to be computed in the first round. Since I@‘+ r is a constant, the total 
number of steps in Procedures A and l3 L O(lr,‘g n). Cl 
Algorithm WSG had its origin in a conversation between the second-named author 
and Ken Stolarsky and Horatio Porta. 
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